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Sustainability issues are among the most pressing challenges we face. They require urgent and
effective action to mitigate devastating effects. One of the key challenges is finding effective ways
to encourage people to act in more sustainable ways. Some possible interventions that have been
suggested include financial incentives for sustainable behavior, social pressure, and public
education campaigns.

However, not all interventions are equally effective, and some behaviors may be more difficult to
change than others. This highlights the importance of understanding which interventions work
best for increasing pro-climate behavior, which behaviors are most moveable, and how we can
make strategic trade-offs between different intervention types and behaviors. By gaining a better
understanding of these factors, we can develop more effective strategies for combating climate
change and promoting a sustainable future.

The ManyWays to Increase Sustainable Behaviors

I recently collaborated on a large meta-analysis1 (an analysis of other analyses combined) which
compiled the findings from 430 different scientific studies that each tested different ways to
encourage people to act more sustainably. These hundreds of “interventions” were diverse. They
included education on how to act more sustainably, financial incentives for doing so, feedback
about one’s past behavior, basic reminders, getting people to set goals to act more sustainably,
and communicating social norms. Overall, we found that many of these interventions are
effective!

However, that diversity in strategies also came with quite a lot of variation in effectiveness. Our
meta-analysis showed that—across those 430 studies—the most effective interventions were
those that leveraged social norms. That is, the ones that persuaded people to act sustainably by
highlighting the sustainable behaviors or expectations of other people around them.

For example, in a classic study2 that aimed to increase hotel towel reuse, researchers used signs
that emphasized messages like “75% of the guests who stayed in this room (#123) participated in
our new resource savings program by using their towels more than once. You can join your fellow
guests in this program to help save the environment by reusing your towels during your stay.”
There are now hundreds of different examples of how social norms can be used to change
people’s behavior.

2Goldstein, N. J., Cialdini, R. B., & Griskevicius, V. (2008). A room with a viewpoint: Using social norms to
motivate environmental conservation in hotels. Journal of Consumer Research, 35(3), 472–482.
https://doi.org/10.1086/586910

1Bergquist, M., Thiel, M., Goldberg, M. H., & van der Linden, S. (2023). Field interventions for climate change
mitigation behaviors: A second-order meta-analysis. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
120(13), e2214851120. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2214851120
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Another encouraging finding is that the evidence across 430 studies showed that many different
types of behaviors are moveable. Across the 430 studies, there were interventions that were
successful in increasing recycling and use of sustainable transportation — and many others that
were successful in decreasing littering, water or electricity use, or food waste. Of all these
behaviors, the one that was most influenced by interventions was littering, whereas
transportation behavior was most difficult to change.

So, all of this considered, the big question is: how do we translate these insights into mass-scale
change? It is not sufficient to just replicate the procedures of previous interventions without
careful attention to the context, uncertainties, and tradeoffs. For this, we need strategy.

Making Strategic Trade-offs When Choosing Interventions

Strategy is needed to make decisions under uncertainty and help decide how to invest resources.
As we have explained in another post, we need to manage the Reach × Effect Tradeoff.3 This is the
tendency for high-impact interventions to be difficult to execute on a mass scale, while
mass-scale interventions tend to have a small impact per person reached.

There is an additional layer to this puzzle when we think about reducing climate change: some
behaviors are easier to influence than others, and behaviors differ widely in how much they affect
the climate. For example, we found that littering and recycling were much easier to influence than
transportation behavior, but transportation behavior has much larger climate impacts than
littering or recycling. Thus, the importance of changing transportation behavior may be well worth
the necessary additional effort.

SoWhat?

The considerations raised above are not just relevant to climate change and the environment.
This serves as an excellent case study for understanding which interventions we have at our
disposal, which outcomes we care about, and how we make trade-offs between the different
interventions and outcomes. Similar approaches can fit a wide range of issues, but especially
those that are mired in uncertainty, confusion, or polarization.
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Founded by two Yale scientists, XandY is an independent research and strategy firm that helps
the world’s most important ideas gain momentum in public opinion and behavior.

XandY provides scientific-grade research and consulting on consumer psychology, public opinion,
and communication strategy. Past clients include billion-dollar corporations, major tech startups,
and global NGOs.

Visit xandyanalytics.com to learn more.
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